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LEON LIVE-Leon Russell-Shelter STCO- 
8917 

When talking of superstars, the name Leon 
Russell is an automatic addition to the roster. 
The man in concert is simply the most electric 
performer around in all of pop today. This 
three record live collection is the perfect indi- 
cation of Leon live and will be a massive 
success as a result. All of the electricity, the 
vibrancy, the moods and the feelings are in 
evidence and with material the likes of "Roll 
Away The Stone," "Crystal Closet Queen," 
"Delta Lady" and "Prince of Peace," this dy- 
namic set looks to be his most successful to 
date. 

THE FREE ELECTRIC BAND-Albert Hammond 
-Mums KZ -32267 

The latest weather report from Albert is 
finally here and the forecast is for hits, hits, 
hits. This collection spearheaded by his current 
smash single, title track of this LP further 
demonstrates the diverse' talents of the man 
and further solidifies his pop super -standing. 
Possible singles are in abundance with "Re- 
becca", "The Day The British Army Lost The 
War" and "Smokey Factory Blues" leading in 
that direction. From the way things look at 
present, it never rains anywhere near Albert 
Hammond and quite possibly, never will. A 
true hitmaker of the seventies. 

FACTS OF LIFE-Bobby Womack-United Ar- 
tists-UA-LA043-F 

Bobby Womack has truly become an r&b 
super performer and it seems time for him to 
do the same magic in pop markets. Hot on 
the heels of his highly successful "Across 
110th Street" soundtrack, Bobby has come up 
with a fine collection of winning tunes and 
some equally fine covers of pop tunes. Lead- 
ing off is the current single release "Nobody 
Wants You When You're Down And Out," a 
true powerhouse headed for the top, but "The 
Look Of Love," "Natural Man" and "All Along 
The Watchtower" are equal to the task and 
show great promise for the future. Look for 
this collection to finaly put Bobby Womack on 
the pop map, and in a prominent position, 
too. 

SUBWAY SERENADE-Looking Glass-Epic- 
KE 32167 

The- "Brandy" bunch is back with another 
solid collection of pop tunes that should do 
much to further and enhance their pop career. 
In delivering a grouping of tunes ranging from 
the softest of ballad to the rockingest of rock, 
the group again displays their talents and 
offers a fine group of single possibilities. Lead- 
ing the way is "Jimmy Loves Mary Anne," the 
groups latest hit, but listen closely to the 
rocking "Sweet Jeremiah" and the steady 
"Wooly Eyes." This is one Looking Glass that 
is reflecting many future successes. 

O LUCKY MAN - Original Soundtrack - Alan 
Price-Warner Brothers-BS 2710 

Alan Price, the same of the Animals and the 
Alan Price Set, dynamically re -appears of the 
recording scene with this perfect soundtrack 
for the latest Malcolm McDowell -Lindsay An- 
derson film. Price melodically combines pop 
and folk rock in creating a solid total album of 
music. The single is the title track, but "Poor 
People," "Look Over Your Shoulder" and 
"Changes" could just as easily succeed. O how 
lucky we all are to have Alan back and record- 
ing again. Don't pass this one up. 

POP PICKS 

SOUNDTRACK PICKS 

LOVE DEVOTION SURRENDER-Carlos San- 
tana & Mahavishnu John McLoughlin- 
Columbia KC -32034 

In what is definitely a progessive music 
followers delight, Santana and McLoughlin, 
two of today's leading guitarists, have put 
their talents to the test and have come up 
with a tremendous winning collection of prog- 
ressively minded jazz-rock material guaranteed 
to mesmerize even the most non-musical ear. 
Although each track is excellent in it's own 
right, "Let Us Go Into The House of The Lord" 
and "A Love Supreme" stand magnificently 
above the rest. Definitely a brilliant collection 
and worthy of anyone's collection. 

NEWCOMER PICKS 

FRESH-Sly and the Family Stone-Epic-KE 
32134 

This long awaited disk from the long absent 
Sly and his Family Stone proves conclusively 
that Sly has been up to only good. This album 
is possibly the strongest the group has ever 
released and, as a result, should be their most 
successful. Absolutely immaculate production 
combined with the group's overwhelming musi- 
cal talent makes this "fresh" collection of 
material an absolute gold mine for hits. The 
current single, "If You Want Me To Stay" was 
the natural, but listen to "In Time", "I Don't 
Know (Satisfaction)", "Keep On Dancin' " and 
"Que Sera Sera (Whatever Will Be. Will Be)" 
to decide on the follow up. Here's hoping that 
"Fresh" means a fresh, new start for Sly, a 

perrenial rock and roll powerhouse. 

CROSSWORD PUZZLE-The Partridge Family 
-Bell 1122 

Not a difficult one to figure out, this one is 
going straight to the top and should be the 
beginning of another string of Partridge hits. 
Leading the pack is what must be the single, 
"One Day At A Time", a solid, harmonious 
pop vehicle that just won't be stopped in it's 
journey to the top of the singles charts. As 
usual David Cassidy shines and Shirley Jones 
fills the background with sweet vocals. Once 
again, the proper spelling is s -u -c -c -e -s -s. 

MY MERRY-GO-ROUND-Johnny Nash-Epic 
KE 32158 

Johnny is hot and ready to "steer" up loads 
of action with this his latest LP. On the heels 
of his chart busting "I Can See Clearly Now" 
and "Stir It Up" singles, comes this power 
packed collection guaranteed to solidify his 
popular standing. Although Johnny's style of 
late has been reggae, this collection touches 
many bases and shows the diverse talents of 
the performer. "You Better Stop (Messing 
Around)", a stunning Otis Redding -like blues - 
soul piece and "My Merry -Go -Round" are best 
examples. More and more Look for '73 to be- 
come Johnny's year as time goes by. 

LANCASHIRE HUSTLER - Keef Hartley - 
Deram XDES-18070 

It's taken some time but it looks as if the 
time has come for Keef Hartley to be "dis- 
covered" by the world. This latest LP should 
be the vehicle with which to accomplish that 
feat. In taking a page from h.s blues text, 
Keef has come up with nine solid tracks of 
pure British musical entertainment. "Dance 
To The Music", an extended six minute ver- 
sion, would seem a likely single release, but 
don't discount an edited version of "Action". 
Look for lots more "hustle" from this pro- 
gressively minded Briton in the future. The 
initial "noise" has finally been made. 

SUPER FLY T.N.T.-Osibisa-Original Sound- 
track-Buddah-BDS 5136 ST 

Osibisa once again criss crosses their Afri- 
can rhythms, this time in the form of the 
soundtrack for the latest "Superfly" extrava- 
ganza. Heated performances should do as 
much for this follow up flick as Curtis Mayfield 
did for the original. Highlights, and singles are 
everywhere, but the title track is definitely the 
top contender. Infectious quality of the re- 
cording will do much for this previously under- 
rated band. Solid from start to finish. 

ROGER MC GUINN-Columbia KC -31946 
In his first solo effort since dissolving the 

Byrds, Roger has compiled and performs a ton 
of solid material definitely heavy enough to 
launch his new career. Although his voice will 
always be fondly looked upon as that lead 
voice of the Byrds, this new identity finds him 
as a totally individual performer strong enough 
to stand on it's own and develop it's own 
individuality. Powerhouse tracks are, naturally, 
everywhere but "Lost My Driving Wheel," "My 
New Woman" and "Draggin' " seem to have 
the greatest single possibilities. Look for this 
new McGuinn career to be a tremendously 
successful venture. 
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